FEEDBACK IN AN EASY AND CONSISTENT WAY
-WITH RUBRICS
WHAT DOES RUBRIC MEAN?

The word rubric comes from the Latin word for red.

• "a guide listing specific criteria for grading or scoring academic papers, projects, or tests."
RUBRIC IN BLACKBOARD

Where?

Help: https://help.blackboard.com/Learn/Instructor/Grade/Rubrics
GUIDELINES FOR MAKING A RUBRIC

Use Descriptive Language
• avoid words like "good" or "excellent"

Use Parallel Language
• make sure that the rubric can be easily read from left to right

Share the Rubric with Your Students
• If students and stakeholders use a rubric, they will understand the expectations and their relevancy to learning
LINKS ABOUT RUBRICS

Should You Be Using Rubrics? (By: Maryellen Weimer, PhD)

Blackboard Help
- https://help.blackboard.com/Learn/Instructor/Grade/Rubrics

Writing Effective Rubrics Guide
- http://assessment.ua.edu/Data/Sites/22/media/slo/writing_effective_rubrics_guide_v2.pdf

University of Colorado Denver: Creating a Rubric
QUESTIONS?

Are rubrics easy to make?
Do your students read and follow the rubrics?
What do students say about rubrics?
What do Teaching Assistents say about rubrics?